Privacy issues have become a major concern in the web of resource sharing, and users often have difficulty managing their information disclosure in the context of high-quality experiences from social media and Internet of Things. Recent studies have shown that users' disclosure decisions may be influenced by heuristics from the crowds, leading to inconsistency in the disclosure volumes and reduction of the prediction accuracy. Therefore, an analysis of why this influence occurs and how to optimize the user experience is highly important. We propose a novel heuristic model that defines the data structures of items and participants in social media, utilizes a modified decision-tree classifier that can predict participants' disclosures, and puts forward a correlation analysis for detecting disclosure inconsistences. The heuristic model is applied to real-time dataset to evaluate the behavioral effects. Decision-tree classifier and correlation analysis indeed prove that some participants' behaviors in information disclosures became decreasingly correlated during item requesting. Participants can be "persuaded" to change their disclosure behaviors, and the users' answers to the mildly sensitive items tend to be more variable and less predictable. Using this approach, recommender systems in social media can thus know the users better and provide service with higher prediction accuracy.
Introduction
In the era of Big Data, the proliferation of social media and Internet of Things (IoT) has foreseen the interconnection of countless number of items and smart devices, uniquely identifiable everyday with the storage and communication of information about the online users [1] . Recommender systems are important tools to help individuals find relevant items by providing suggestions for contents to be of use [2] , but they collect user preferences in ways that are analogous to statistical database queries and could raise privacy problems [3] [4] [5] . For example, recommender systems can help people find a vacant taxi [6] , offer a particular user a set of venues [7] , and support real-time decision-making through the provision of travel tour recommendations [8] . However, the information collected for recommendation could be used in conjunction with other data sources to uncover identities and reveal personal details about a particular user [9] . Furthermore, to give accurate recommendations to support users, it is necessary to be as familiar with users as possible so that the recommender system can understand what type of item they want to buy [10, 11] , what movie they want to watch [12] , or to what music they want to listen [13] . In general, the more information that recommender systems have about individuals, such as personal feelings, idea, and comments, the better they will be able to evaluate them. This issue has raised user privacy concerns [14, 15] , as people may not want their habits or views to be known to the recommender systems.
Interestingly, however, users' actions sometimes indicate otherwise, and in the web of resource sharing, there remains an interesting paradox in the privacy problem and recommender system literature. An important benefit offered by the recommender system is the opportunity to personalize offerings to users according to others' feelings [16] . Theories of self-disclosure suggest that users' willingness to disclose personal information is based on their assessments of the costs and benefits [17] . Thus, website managers that interact with users use several approaches to alter this cost-benefit tradeoff 2 Security and Communication Networks and encourage self-disclosure. Some managers increase the subjective benefits of self-disclosure by offering rewards (e.g., coupons or gifts) in exchange for personal information and personal feelings. Other managers reduce the subjective costs of self-disclosure by posting extensive privacy policies that claim to protect user privacy [18] . However, users are hesitant to disclose personal information due to worries that their personal information could be inappropriately collected, maintained, accessed, or used by online merchants without their consent [19] . Xia et al. had utilized a scheme which supports content-based image retrieval before storing sensitive image on the cloud server [20] . Fu et al. proposed an efficient multikeyword fuzzy ranked search scheme over encrypted data with practically efficient and high accuracy [21] and built a user interest model with a searchable encryption scheme supporting personalized search and privacy preserve in cloud computing [22] . A secure multikeyword ranked search scheme was presented by Xia et al. with a "Greedy Depthfirst Search" algorithm, which can be applied on encrypted data before outsourcing for privacy purpose [23] . In [24] , a content-based scheme was designed to solve the problems of semantic search based on conceptual graphs over the encrypted data. Fu et al. also proposed an applicable and extensible search scheme, which could support multikeyword ranked search in parallel computing with privacy-preserving approach [25] . Liu et al. presented an adaptive method aiming at spatial-temporal efficiency in a heterogeneous cloud environment on sensitive data [26] . Several recent experiments have shown that users' privacy decision-making often cannot fully explained by logic or statistical models in terms of the perceived benefits and risks. Rather, their disclosure behaviors may be affected by various heuristics, such as the disclosure of information that other users have already disclosed, the withholding of information when items are requested in an unexpected order, or the default settings of the privacy policy applied in social media websites.
As a result, privacy has become a hot topic enablers of the social media and IoT vision.. Despite considerable contributions from previous scholarly works, little address possible impacts on consistency of users' disclosure. This paper demonstrates that users may express different disclosure behaviors from their previous disclosures due to our proposed heuristics approach, and we detect this inconsistency phenomenon with correlation analysis and decision-tree classifier; if the consecutive requests are less correlated, the prediction accuracy of whether they will disclose the subsequent requested information item is lower as well. This is an important phenomenon to study, because unexpected information requests can reduce user satisfaction and raise privacy concerns. Correlation analysis was used to detect the strength of dependence among users' disclosures, and the inconsistency was reported if the decision-tree classifier further showed that the prediction accuracy of users' next disclosures was very low when the model was informed from their previous actions. The obtained results are important for the current debate in the recommender system and privacy literature.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work is provided. Section 3 proposes the materials and methods, including several hypotheses and the decision-tree methods and correlation analysis in the heuristic approach. The experiment and its manipulation are described in Section 4. We present our conclusions in Section 5.
Related Works
This paper makes its scholarly contributions on the basis of previous literature on recommender systems and privacy, and it addresses a number of theoretical and practical gaps that have not been covered. We first introduce the related works on users' disclosure behaviors in recommendation environments. Furthermore, we present the heuristic model for detecting behavioral inconsistency by discussing how request types and orders may influence people's disclosure tendencies with correlation analysis and decision-tree classifier and whether users' features moderate these differential effects. Several possible explanations as to why people change their disclosure behaviors, as well as the basic estimation elements that we employ in this paper, are also presented in the next section. The findings of this paper could benefit researchers and recommender system developers who focus on user-centric aspects and, particularly, who aim to predict or prime users' disclosure behaviors in the system-preferred direction, for example, towards disclosing more personal information.
Users' privacy preferences are context-dependent and multidimensional [27] . Many users experience difficulties in managing their privacy settings, and some even avoid the hassle of changing their privacy settings altogether [28] . Acquisti and Grossklags showed that it is unrealistic to expect user rationality in privacy decisions, which may explain why users who may genuinely want to protect their privacy might fall prey to psychological distortions that are well documented in the behavioral literature [29] . Privacy has become a major issue among users who browse the Internet and receive benefits in exchange for their personal information. A recommender system can be applied for mutual benefit: users receive good suggestions on what to buy, which suit their needs and save time; managers can, in turn, apply user feedback, which can be used to place the most popular products in a more prominent place. In general, there is a tradeoff between the benefits and the potential privacy risks and trustworthiness threats in the crowdsourcing environment. For example, in recent years, several companies have been caught invading users' privacy [30] , which increases user concerns regarding privacy protection. Unfortunately, users also have difficulties in deciding what information to disclose when making decisions [31] . Gross and Acquisti [32] and Baden et al. [33] , who address privacy and rationality in individual decision-making, suggest that users should be able to manage their privacy. Empirical and theoretical research suggests that users often lack sufficient information to make privacy-sensitive decisions. Even with sufficient information, users are likely to trade long-term privacy for short-term benefits. Users have different individual privacy disclosure tendencies, and there is no single strategy that works for all of them; in other words, each user has his/her own privacy tendencies on specific items. Recent experiments and surveys have illustrated an obvious dichotomy between privacy Security and Communication Networks 3 attitudes and actual behavior: users were willing to trade privacy for convenience and release personal information in exchange for relatively small rewards, but users were seldom willing to adopt privacy protective technologies [34] . Kobsa proposed a strategy of privacy protection that balances personalization and minimal use of users' personal data. Knijnenburg proposed a new approach by analyzing users' satisfaction, disclosure tendencies, and other characteristics and used justifications to help users make better disclosure decisions and increase users' willingness to disclose demographic and contextual information [35] . In [36] , they adapted this justification-based approach to users' genders and disclosure tendencies. The researchers demonstrated there is no one-size-fits-all strategy in user disclosure personalization. Recently, scholars have proposed privacy personalization or adaptation as a highly dynamic, user-tailored, and context-aware approach to privacy decision support at an individual level [37] . A decentralized belief propagationbased method, PD-LBP, was proposed for multiagent task allocation in open and dynamic grid and cloud environments [38] . Chen et al. proposed a coverless information hiding method using Chinese character technology with high efficiency [39] . Reference [40] proposed a self-adaptive artificial bee colony algorithm based on the global best candidate for global optimization to a real privacy clustering problem based on the K-means technique. Yuan et al. proposed a coverless image steganography scheme based on scale invariant feature of secret communication [41] . In the broadest sense, a "privacy adaptation procedure" entails predicting users' privacy behaviors through decision-tree classifier [42] , fuzzy clustering [43] , correlation analysis [44, 45] , or modified dimensionality reduction algorithm [46] . Our study is designed to give users privacy decision support and provide user-adaptive design, and we believe that good user privacy decision support can maintain high user satisfaction with the recommender system, gain trust regarding the items suggested, and lower the awareness of threats. Users in these conditions would probably disclose more personal information and thus help the recommender system get to know them better and create more accurate service. This study could be very useful for any online systems that apply user-adaptive interactions and user-centric-based strategies.
Many recent experiments have shown that users' privacy decision-making often cannot be well explained by assuming that a tradeoff between perceived benefits and risks is made in an entirely rational manner. Rather, their disclosure intentions and actual disclosures of personal information are impacted by various heuristics, which mainly include two aspects. First, research from a variety of literature has suggested that users' privacy decision-making can be affected by others' willingness, which is called the herding effect. In its most general form, herding can be defined as behavioral patterns that are correlated across users that share opinions towards the same items. In this circumstance, some users would probably release the item of information if their close friends do. In the crowdsourcing literature, personalization providers and website managers use personal information to tailor messages to individual users, but most users can elicit reactance when information techniques are deemed too intrusive, which counters the benefits while amplifying the cons of these tools. Users were more likely to disclose their information when they were warmed up with introductory questions, relative to other users that had answered the same questions without first answering the introductory questions. Applied to self-disclosure, research about herding suggests that if a large group of users are revealing several kinds of information, probably there is not great risk in doing so oneself. These findings imply that if users are surrounded by others who are revealing intimate details of their lives, they more easily conform to the prevailing norms of divulgence. Observing other users' willingness to disclose intrusive information, especially to admit to sensitive behaviors, may lead the users to be less concerned about request disapproval, which, in turn, increases disclosure. As a result, users' decision-making and judgment are inherently comparative in the herding effect, and sometimes they follow others' decisions without conscious awareness. Second, the order of sensitivity or type in which items are being asked influences users' privacy concern; for example, users from whom items of low sensitivity are requested first disclose more than users from whom highly sensitive items are requested first. On social media websites that are equipped with recommender systems, the so-called ordering effect could potentially be universal. It was found in the literature that based on the sequence of question intrusiveness, the disclosure is indeed affected by comparisons to previous disclosures. A user's likelihood of answering an intrusive question is affected by the contrast between the current and the previous questions in the information-requesting sequences [47] . The admission rates in a sensitivity-decreasing survey could be lower than those of a randomly ordered survey, although both are requesting same content from users [48] . From the perspective of personalization providers and website managers, a well-designed order may help them collect more useful knowledge of their users without raising too much privacy concern and thereby predict users' favorite products with higher accuracy. According to the above literature, we shall argue that users' disclosure behaviors are indeed affected by a variety of heuristics. It is very important to predict and make sense of users' reactions to website information-requesting strategies and determine how they respond to the continual stream of requests for personal information, which is an unavoidable feature of the personalization providers for the next-generation web.
However, each user has his/her favorable request-behavior information and withholds private information at an individual level, which indicates users may not obey the heuristics. Research on this is still rare and, currently, most websites still apply a one-size-fits-all information-requesting strategy for anyone who signs into the account. This, to some extent, may help the website owner more easily set the strategy of privacy collection, but some users may feel invaded by obligatorily signing the agreement without any alternative option. Our previous study had showed that users' behaviors towards personal information request could change due to unknown reason [49] . We believe that the level of users' knowledge to support their decision-making will determine how much they will be affected by the heuristics, which further affect their resource-sharing willingness as well as the level of privacy concern and overall satisfaction. In the following, we propose the aspects that may impact users' disclosure decision-making in the form of several hypotheses and further set up our heuristic model.
Materials and Methods

Hypothesis Development.
Based on current literature of privacy and heuristic shown above, we are forwarding several possible hypotheses and explanation under our heuristic model. As shown in Figure 1 , the heuristic model introduces a workflow with several methods for detecting users' behavioral inconsistency in three aspects: request type and sensitivity, others' disclosure willingness, and crowdsourcing experience. Disclosure changes in users express changes in volume and variability, represented in hypotheses H1 and H2. The methods for detecting the inconsistencies are correlation analysis and decision-tree classifier, which are used to detect low correlation among users' answers and low prediction accuracy, demonstrated by hypotheses H3 to H6, respectively. Finally, the inconsistency and errors are visualized by determining the difference between younger users and older users, as well as between professional users and nonprofessional users.
The requested items vary in two categories: context and demographic, where the context category contains requests that are mainly related to a person's online experience, for example, "Would you mind letting us know how much time you spend using your phone browser?" and "Would you mind letting us know what is your homepage in your browser?", while the demographic category includes requests that are close to participants' daily lives, for example, "How many cars do you own?" and "Would you mind letting us know your kids' names?" Furthermore, some requests are sensitive (most participants would prefer not to disclose that information to us), whereas others are not sensitive (most participants would disclose that information to us more readily). If the participants agree to share an item, they must provide real answers for our confirmation. The requested items consist of 12 context items and 19 demographic items, which were used in a previous study [50] . We invited online users, including 50 students (27 males and 23 females, all below the age of 30) and 50 faculty members (24 males and 26 females, all over age 30) to volunteer for a pilot study in which all 31 items were classified into different degrees of sensitivity: high-sensitivity items (admission rate < 60%), low-sensitivity items (60% < admission rate < 80%), and nonsensitive items (admission rate > 80%). Specifically, the hypothesized effects on the type and sensitivity of requested items are listed as follows.
(H1) Requesting Demographic Items First Will Increase the Users' Subsequent Disclosures versus Requesting Context Items
First. Users are more likely to share their demographic information than their online information because most of the users have difficulties managing their online profiles and can hardly evaluate the potential risks and benefits, but they may be more familiar with information about themselves. This hypothesis will be supported if the disclosure rates of subsequent items are higher when the demographic items are requested first than when the context items are requested first.
(H2) Requesting Sensitive Items First Will Lower Users'
Subsequent Disclosures. Acquisti proposed that divulgence is affected by the order in which inquiries of varying intrusiveness are made and suggested that divulgence is anchored by the initial questions: users are particularly likely to divulge when questions are presented in decreasing order of intrusiveness and less likely when questions are presented in increasing order. We believe that requesting high-sensitivity items would raise users' privacy awareness and may even upset them, which would further lower their system satisfaction and reduce the amount of later-requested information that they are willing to disclose. We will reject this hypothesis if the results do not indicate that the disclosure rates of subsequent items are higher when the nonsensitive items are requested first than when the sensitive items are requested first.
Each user should have his/her own disclosure pattern, and this pattern will vary because of different individual intentions based on a risk-benefit analysis. Some users may disclose everything, while others may withhold everything; some users may always disclose information related to their work, but never share family information; some may like to connect their Facebook accounts with game apps to obtain a game bonus. Our previous study has indicated that users demonstrate fewer disclosures and less predictability in sharing behaviors when they lack knowledge for supporting the decisions. This paper extends this argument one step further by supposing that some users may change their privacy disclosure patterns in some heuristics, for example, after several personal information requests, and users may disclose more personal information.
The Spearman's rho test is a rank-based nonparametric statistical significance test that can be used to detect monotonic trends in a time series. It is a numerical measure of the strength of the connection between two random variables, and its value ranges from negative values (one value's increase or decrease is related to another value's decrease or increase) to positive values (one value's increase or decrease is related to another value's increase or decrease). A correlation coefficient is suggested as a technique for summarizing and objectively evaluating and assessing the goodness of fit of a hypothesized distribution and can be applied to assess the significance of trend in practice and calculate the strength of association between two random variances or the load for ranking data, such as analyzing the degree of dependence among items that were answered by participants in our experiment. Our data are binary ("0" represents "NO" and "1" represents "YES") and are very suitable for computing the Spearman's rho. For a sample of size , the raw scores and are converted to ranks and , and the correlation of the two variances is computed from
where = − is the difference between ranks. We hypothesize that age plays an important role in participants' decisions on disclosure behaviors, and we will mainly compare the results between participants who are below 30 and over 30. is the rank of requested item in ascending order of "No" answers from the younger participants, and is the rank of requested item in ascending order of "No" answers from the older participants. We can hypothesize the following.
(H3) The Spearman's Rho among the Requested Items Answered by Experienced Participants Should Be Less Variable Than That of the Requested Items Answered by LessExperienced Participants.
The older participants are expected to be more experienced people and are not expected to change their disclosure decisions because they know some disclosures would result in serious consequences; thus, their disclosures are more conservative. In contrast, the younger participants tend to disclose more information and change their minds on disclosures more easily because of their lack of social experiences. From the perspective of data quantity, younger participants have less valuable information compared with older participants. For one request such as "Could you tell us your house location?" a freshman would possibly disclose his apartment number at a university campus, while an older woman may not provide that information because her 5-year-old granddaughter may still live there. This hypothesis will be supported if we discover that the values of the Spearman's rho among older participants are more stable than those among younger participants.
(H4) The Spearman's Rho Values between Two Closely Related Items and between Two Remote Items among Experienced Participants Should Be Less Variable Than among LessExperienced Participants.
Although the 31 items are presented in random order, we still posit that the closer ranking of items was mostly presented to participants that are closer to each other versus other remote items according to our data. We hypothesize that older participants will rarely change their mind on information disclosure, so no matter the order in which the items are presented to older participants, the values of the Spearman's rho between items should not change enormously. For example, a mother who has given birth to four children would not disclose this information on her Facebook account, regardless of whether she had already been asked to disclose some nonsensitive information. However, a college freshman may connect his Facebook account with an online game account when he knows that a free bonus game would be provided. This hypothesis will be supported if we discover that the value of the Spearman's rho among older participants is less variable than among younger participants, even if the correlation was calculated between remote items or close items.
Decision tree has the powerful and effective ability to find a logical connection between the predicted item and the previous items by learning users' previous disclosures. In detail, each very last item was predicted by training a model on participants' answers to the previous items and then tested on their answers to the final item. The knowledge learned from this strategy can be represented as a tree model that contains the logical connections among their responses to requests. The precision is the rate of correctly classified samples, which is calculated as precision = (number of users who were accurately predicted) (total number of users) .
We run our decision-tree algorithm on the 31 disclosures of each individual item in the old dataset, which indicated that the request order has an effect on the prediction accuracy. The request order also influences the variability of users' disclosure behaviors and further affects the prediction accuracy. We will also confirm participants' inconsistent disclosure behaviors when the correlation of answers to two requested items is low for the decision-tree analysis, and we hypothesize the following.
(H5) The Request Type Will Influence the Prediction of Participants' Next Disclosures. Users should be more likely to disclose demographic items than context items, so their disclosure behaviors should be less variable and thus more stable and predictable for the demographic items. This hypothesis will be supported if the prediction accuracy of the users' next disclosures is higher when the demographic items are requested first.
(H6) Requesting Sensitive Items Will Affect the Prediction Accuracy of the Users' Next Disclosures. Requesting highsensitivity items will raise users' privacy concerns and thereby influence the knowledge learned from their previous behaviors, which may not be applicable to predicting their next disclosures. We will not reject this hypothesis if the prediction accuracy of the participants' next disclosure is higher when nonsensitive items are requested first.
Heuristic Model.
As our heuristic model and its analysis rely on users answering a sequence of personal information requests, it is necessary to show the basic data structure used in the heuristic model. there is an indicator that shows whether this request's sensitivity is high or low, which we call Coin. Coin = 1 indicates a highly sensitive context request or demographic request, which means most users would prefer not to disclose that information to us; otherwise, it is a low-sensitivity request, where most users would probably disclose that personal information to us more easily.
Requests(char
Participant (bool Answer1, bool Answer2,. . ., bool AnswerN). This data structure for participants only exists after they have finished answering the request sheet. The answer is marked "Yes" if this participant agrees to share the information; otherwise, it is marked "No." For easy recording, Answerx ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) is denoted as "0" ("No, I would rather not disclose my information in response to this request") or "1" ("Yes, I will disclose my information in response to this request"). Additionally, the number of answers that each participant provided has to be the same number as the requests on the survey sheet that he/she had viewed; otherwise, we remove his/her answers due to incompleteness and disqualify his/her eligibility for payment. Furthermore, the total number of "0"s and "1"s from all participants in response to a request will determine its Coin value, which will be discussed at the end of Section 4.1.
Prediction with Decision-Tree Analysis.
The experiment implements an orthogonal 2 × 3 × 2 × 2 between-subject design. Each participant is randomly assigned to one of the 24 conditions. Decision-tree analysis is used to predict users' next disclosure behaviors by learning their previous disclosures, due to its powerful and effective capability in finding logical connections between the predicted item and previous items. For example, suppose we predict request d530 based on previous requests d ( range from 100 to 520 and d are all (0,1) values) by a decision-tree classifier, such as decision-tree algorithm, and we conduct a testing set confirmation with a supplied test set of the very last request with default parameters. The implementation of indicator prediction with decision-tree analysis is shown in Algorithm 1.
Correlation Coefficient in Detecting Disclosure Changes.
The main study requires 12 items in each category (Cs, Cn, Ds, Dn). These were selected from a set of 96 candidate items that were developed in a collaborative effort by the researchers and their colleagues. In an assay or instrument validation process, the reproducibility of the measurement from trial to trial is of interest. Unlike other validation processes, which are evaluated by using the Pearson correlation coefficient, the correlation coefficient of the paired t-test is a numerical measure of the strength of the connection between two random variables, and its value ranges from negative values (one value's increase or decrease instantly leads to another value's decrease or increase) to positive values (one value's increase or decrease instantly leads to another value's increase or decrease). The main drawback of the paired t-test is that it is more likely to reject a valuable conjuncture or a highly reproducible assay. The correlation coefficient is suggested as a technique for summarizing and objectively evaluating the information contained in probability plots and assessing the goodness of fit of a hypothesized distribution, and it will be very useful for ranking data, such as analyzing the degree of linear dependence among requests that were answered by participants in our experiment.
The dataset of participants' answer vectors is represented as V (answer1, answer2, answer3,. . .,answern) , where is the number of requests that we made to participants. For easier calculation, we use ax to represent each answerx ( = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ). 
where ( , ) stands for the correlation coefficient between participants' answers to request the number and answers to the request number . The implementation of correlation coefficient in our experiment is given in Algorithm 2. Create a point Root //start to build the tree (5) if all the participants in Gxy belong to one class C (6) return Root as a single leaf, label as C //all users are same (7) Else find best splits of subclasses C{ 1, 2, . . . , } (8) with highest prediction accuracy P //find the best splits (9) repeat find further splits for each subclass cx (10) if find higher prediction accuracy > (11) return to step (9) //for more specified splits (12) else return the value record of (Ic, Id) (13) T = T + (Ic, Id) // add leaf to the tree model (14) if Dataset of participants' answer vectors = V (anwer1,  answer2, answer3,. . ., answern) , where is the number of requests that we posted to participants. For easier calculation, we use ax to represent each answerx ( = 1, 2, 3, . . . , ) . All values retained in {̂} are candidate changes that may indicate participants would like to disclose less information compared with the moment before seeing the request number i; in contrast, the values stored in {̂} represent the candidate changes in which participants tend to disclose more information before finishing the request number i. Now, with the data structure and algorithm ready, we can perform our experiment.
Experiment and Discussion
Data Preparation.
The experiment recruited 860 participants with unique IP addresses from a crowdsourcing Internet marketplace that enables workers and requestors to coordinate the use of human intelligence to perform tasks that computers are currently unable to perform. A total of 774 of the participants were qualified for further analysis, and the rest did not pass the cheating test. This dataset contains only the answers given by Chinese citizens from age 18 to 65, and the requested items were comprehensive, including 30 information disclosure decisions on 11 pieces of context data (e.g., homepage on the phone, online purchasing history, 8 Security and Communication Networks etc.) and 19 pieces of demographic data (e.g., homing route, favorite music, etc.). In this dataset, the requested items are the most commonly requested items in daily life and can also be classified as sensitive, mild, and nonsensitive items, which are evenly distributed in descending order of sensitivity.
Three counters, Fa SP ,Fr SP , and St SP , were initially set to 0. If one user agrees to share an item with his family members, x's family sharing point counter Fa SP will be increased by 1. If one user agrees to share an item with his friends, x's friends sharing point counter Fr SP will be increased by 1. If one user agrees to share an item with strangers, x's stranger sharing point counter St SP will be increased by 1. The values of these three counters will determine the general value Item SP for item . One of our previous studies confirmed that participants' willingness to share an item is highest when the recipient is a family member and decreases for friends and strangers, in this order. We invited an additional 300 online users to answer the 30 requested items, and the values of the three counters were 451 : 220 : 63 ≈ 6 : 3 : 1. We determine the sensitivity of an item by adding all of its sharing points for all item recipients:
Then, the items were ranked in ascending order; the top 10 items were regarded as nonsensitive items { 01, 02, . . . , 10}; the bottom 10 items were regarded as sensitive items { 21, 22, . . . , 30}; the remaining 10 items were regarded as mild items { 11, 12, . . . , 20}. { 11, 12, . . . , 17}, { 21, 22, . . . , 26}, and { 01, 02, . . . , 06} are all demographic items, and the remaining items are all context items. When a participant is asked to disclose his information about the item, he can either deny the item request or share the information and reply with a [REASON]; we will check the authenticity later (the fake answers will be disqualified).
Main Experiment.
In the main experimental section, we conduct an experiment to determine whether heuristics may lead to the inconsistency of participants' sharing behaviors. A total of 774 participants were randomly assigned to two situations (approximately half and half), where one is equipped with heuristics and the other is performed without the heuristics approach. In the heuristic-provided situation, each participant was given a chance to modify the sharing decision after either of the following heuristics was provided after the participant had denied an item request:
(1) If you disclose the information, your browsing experience and recommender quality could be optimized by [XX] percent. (2) [YY] percent of the participants accept the item request, because . . . [REASON] .
Participants were randomly assigned to the following conditions, where the orders in terms of sensitivity and item type were different, and binary indicators = {0, 1}, = {0, 1}, and = {0, 1} were set to show which condition the participant had been assigned to. When = 0 ( = 1), the participants were required to respond to the items in sensitivity-ascending (sensitivity-descending) order. When = 0 ( = 1), the requested items were presented to the participants with the context (demographic) items requested first. When = 1 ( = 0), the heuristics were (not) provided after a participant had denied a request. For example, the participants who had been assigned to the condition {0, 0, 1} would be presented with the items in sensitivityincreasing and context-first order, for example, { 07∼ 10}, { 01∼ 06}, { 18∼ 20}, { 11∼ 17}, { 27∼ 30}, and { 21∼ 26}, with the support of the heuristics. This experiment could help us find the most variable conditions that each participant may face and could be used to analyze their information disclosure and discover common knowledge. Items from the same category (such as N08 and N10; both are nonsensitive context items) were presented closer to each other than items from different categories (such as N01 and N08; context versus demographic). If we could use the Spearman's rho to determine that the strength of correlation among the items from the same category is higher than the correlation among the items from different categories, we could possibly say that participants' disclosure behaviors are less consistent with their previous disclosure behaviors. Furthermore, if the inconsistency only occurs in the heuristics-provided situation, we shall conclude that the heuristics have successfully "persuaded" the participants to disclose more personal information.
We separate the data of participants' answers according to 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 different conditions with varying values of { , , } and collect the number of denials for the 30 requests as an 8-dimensional vector ItemID {|condition{0, 0, 0}|, |condition{0, 0, 1}|,. . ., |condition{1, 1, 1}|}, where |condition{ , , }| represents the number of denials this item has received from the participants in Condition{ , , }. The Spearman's rho was calculated among the items by loading the vectors, and we use it to detect any weakening inconsistencies between users' past behaviors and following behaviors.
The sign of the Spearman correlation coefficient indicates the direction of association between two measured items, x (observed item) and y (testing item); the Spearman correlation coefficient is positive if the number of denial answers for tends to increase when the number of "No" answers for also increases, and the coefficient is negative if the number of "No" answers for tends to increase as the number of "No" answers for decreases. A Spearman's correlation coefficient of zero indicates that there is no tendency. The closer and are to being monotone functions of each other, the closer the Spearman's correlation coefficient is 1 or −1. We categorize the strength of the correlation between those items according to the following standards.
(1) > 0.6 or < −0.6. In this situation, the strengths of the two items are very highly correlated, and the answers to the two items are highly consistent. The closer the absolute value of the Spearman's rho is to one, the more the number of "No" answers exceeds the number of "Yes" answers, or the more the number of "Yes" answers exceeds the number of "No" answers. In these circumstances, each participant was expected to strictly maintain his or her privacy calculus, such as never disclosing very sensitive items or disclosing everything. Thus, there will be more rejections if the testing item is more sensitive than the observed item. We call those participants who keep only one privacy calculus or herding effect as consistent as possible.
(2) 0.3 < < 0.6 or −0.6 < < −0.3. In this situation, the correlation of the answers to the two items is not as strong as in the previous situation. Although the absolute value of the Spearman's rho becomes lower, the number of participants who maintain their privacy calculus still exceeds the number of participants who change their disclosure pattern (e.g., someone who rejects the disclosure request from an item that has a denial rate of 45%, but agrees to share his information for an item that is rejected by 70% of the participants). These inconsistent phenomena probably indicate that several participants changed their privacy calculus.
(3) −0.3 < < 0.3. In this situation, it is very difficult to determine participants' disclosure tendencies, and the strength of the correlation between the observed item and the testing item is considerably lower compared to the other situations. Thus, we cannot conclude that most of the participants hold only one privacy calculus, especially when the Spearman's rho is close to zero. If we look at the data, the number of inconsistent phenomena should exceed the number of consistent phenomena when the absolute value of the Spearman's correlation coefficient is close to 0.3 or less. We will determine these inconsistent phenomena and determine what may lead participants to disclose more information.
Results and Discussion.
We first look at the denial rates of the 30 requests in all conditions. The denial rate is the percentage of participants who respond "No" to each request and is shown in Figure 2 Item 1∼item 11 are all context items and are ordered according to increasing sensitivity, but the participants act similarly regardless of whether they answered the items with or without the support of heuristics. However, for demographic items (item 12∼item 30, in sensitivity-ascending order), the participants tend to behave differently in the heuristic and nonheuristic environments; their behavior is highly variable for the mild items. The heuristics successfully persuaded some participants to disclose more information, and Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that those participants who lack related background knowledge for supporting their decisionmaking (called amateur participants, APs) demonstrate more varied behaviors than those participants with sufficient background knowledge (called expert participants, EPs), who present consistent sharing behaviors, especially to the mild items 26∼28.
We rank the variances and select the top 20%-40% of participants ( = 152) as APs and the bottom 60%-80% of participants ( = 155) as EPs. Generally, the context items (item 1∼item 11) received considerably higher denial rates than the demographic items (item 12∼item 30) in Figure 3 . After checking the disclosed information and profiles, it is concluded that EPs are capable of utilizing more fruitful knowledge relating to the requested item. For example, an EP replied, "a senior website programmer" to the jobinformation request, while an AP responded, "a university freshman." Furthermore, EPs behave similarly on general disclosures, and most of the requested items have low denialrate variances. Specifically, all the context items, regardless of whether they are requested before or after the demographic items, have denial-rate variances < 0.0076. Most of the demographic items have low variance (less than 0.0141), but there are three mild-demographic items that receive higher variances (higher than 2.1451). If we look at the APs' denial behaviors in Figure 3 (a), these three items received considerably more information with the support of heuristics but were rejected in the circumstances without heuristics. This interesting fact demonstrates that heuristics can help "persuade" participants who lack related knowledge to disclose more information only when the requests are not too sensitive. However, in Figure 3(b) , although EPs' sharing behaviors for the three mild-demographic items are more variable, their denials tend to be consistent.
Will presenting the requests to the participants in different orders of type affect disclosure? The results of four comparisons in Figure 2 of the two lines for condition {| |, 0, | |} versus condition {| |, 1, | |} have suggested that participants act similarly regardless of whether the context items are requested before or after the demographic items. As a result, we conclude that hypothesis 1 is not supported. However, comparing condition {0, | |, | |} and condition {1, | |, | |}, participants will disclose more information for mild items when the nonsensitive items are requested beforehand (only 60 denials) than when the sensitive items are requested beforehand (as many as 109 denials). Therefore, we conclude that presenting the requests to the participants in sensitivityascending order is a better plan, and hypothesis 2 is definitely supported. The request order in terms of sensitivity does have an effect on the numbers of denials of subsequent nonsensitive items. Very highly sensitive items increased participants' privacy awareness and, thus, the participants were probably more at ease when nonsensitive items were requested.
Examining only denials of the items is not sufficient because we want to determine whether the correlations among participants' tendencies towards items change due to the provided heuristics. As mentioned before, the 30 requests are presented to the participants in eight conditions with different values of S, T, and . All 30 items were presented only once to the 774 participants, and we recorded the denials of the items for each condition in vectors of length 2 × 2 × 2 = 8. The correlation between each pair of items was calculated with their vectors accordingly.
Generally, the absolute value of Spearman's correlation coefficient ranges from [0.3, 0.6] (397 samples for APs, M = 62.07%, SD = 7.25%; 310 samples for EPs, M = 53.33%, SD = 4.76%) to [0.6, 1] (192 samples for APs, M = 77.13%, SD = 3.05%; 352 samples for EPs, M = 59.02%, SD = 1.05%). In these situations, participants all behave consistently; that is, their previous and subsequent disclosures were consistent even with the support of the heuristics. Specifically, for EPs, we observed that most of the correlations fall into the range of [0. We did not expect a substantial difference in the variance of the correlations between the EPs and the APs. Thus, we conclude that hypothesis 4 is not supported. According to the results on the denials, participants are only primed by those items that they are more familiar with, such as lowsensitivity demographic items, and they may change their disclosure tendency slightly according to the heuristics model In AP users' dataset the prediction accuracy decreases when the correlation is very low, while in EP users' dataset the prediction accuracy increases when more items were loaded and no decreasing fact was found.
for high-sensitivity context items. H5 and H6 are partially supported. One possible reason behind this phenomenon is that APs lack social experiences and are unaware of the risks and benefits of information disclosure. They probably lack sufficient knowledge to consider the benefits and risks at the beginning of the request process but are then primed with a new disclosure tendency with the support of the heuristics model and may answer subsequent requests more carefully. If the APs were primed with a new disclosure tendency after the heuristics, the accuracy of predictions for the next disclosures for APs should be lower than the accuracy of predictions for EPs, especially for those items with low correlations. We predict the participants' subsequent disclosures based on their previous disclosures and record the errors of the predicted disclosures with respect to the real disclosures. The accuracy of prediction for each item is the number of errors from the predictions for this item multiplied by the total number of predictions for this item. Three machine learning methods, namely, decision-tree classifier, naïve Bayes classifier, and KNN classifier, were applied to the dataset, where the value of correlation is within the range of [0, 0.3]. The prediction accuracy was shown in Figure 4 .
A general fact is that more loaded items in the training set will guarantee higher prediction accuracy of the machine learning methods. Figure 4 (a) has shown the correlation and the prediction accuracy in the AP users' dataset. As found before, AP users behaved less consistently towards the milddemographic items so that the correlation becomes very low, and the prediction accuracy decreases along with the lowered correlation. However, EP users disclose their information with stronger correlation and the prediction accuracy was increasing as always. The strength of correlation between the observed item and testing item is indeed monotonous with the accuracy of predictions for the participants' next disclosures on the testing items learned by the observed item. Specifically, the heuristic model leads AP users to behave less consistently in their disclosures, which further reduces the prediction accuracy to the mild-demographic items, while EP users change their disclosure tendency much less and maintain the prediction accuracy stable.
Conclusions
This paper demonstrates that some users can be persuaded to alter their disclosure tendencies in a system-preferred direction, for exmple, to disclose more information, so that the recommender system can know the users better and provide service with higher prediction accuracy. In detail, users with sufficient background knowledge will maintain a stable decision-making calculus in the information disclosures, while others who lack knowledge to support their decision-making could be persuaded by the heuristic model to disclose more information. In this paper, we conclude that users disclose more information for the mild items when they lack background knowledge. This is an interesting discovery for researchers or web owners who want to obtain more information from their participants or customers. Without the knowledge that supports their decision-making, users may disclose information with less consideration of the potential risks and benefits. However, if the order in which the information is requested is not well designed, the user relies on a privacy calculus and divulges less personal information. Generally, users with knowledge enough to support their decisions are considered separately from experienced users. The behaviors of experienced users were found to be less varied according to the correlation analysis and machine learning results. Lower correlation could indicate low prediction accuracy of users' next disclosure behaviors. We believe some participants are more cognitive in nature, and knowledge obtained from their previous disclosures could not be applied to predict their subsequent disclosures. Privacy awareness can be increased or inhibited using subtle interactive primers such as a low-quality request order; this increased awareness may make participants more likely to rely on a privacy calculus (i.e., reasoned decision behavior). Once these amateur users are primed with this privacy calculus, which is inconsistent with their previous disclosures, they are more likely to rely on it in when faced with future requests, making it difficult to predict the responses to the next requests.
The heuristic model could be applied to dataset which possibly involving time-related inconsistency, such as disclosure, emotion, and willingness. For example, if the model trained by the mentioned decision-tree classifier is no longer applicable to the overtime dataset, such as lower prediction accuracy, there should be an inconsistency occurred. That could be indicating users would like to disclose less amount of privacy, would no longer viewing their favorite movies, or would like to try a new music they had not yet listen to. With the success of detecting user changes in information disclosure decision-making by the heuristic model, we are convinced that user disclosure behaviors can be steered in a desired and preferred direction, thereby causing the recommender system to get to know its users better and faster; thus, in a social media environment, the cold-start period could be shortened, and more accurate and personalized suggestions could be given. In our future work, we will further categorize the requests into temporary requests, for example, those items for which the participants may have more varied answers, and permanent requests, for example, those items for which participants make strict decisions on disclosing the information and rarely give ambiguous answers. Hopefully, more interesting phenomena will be found.
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